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Chapter 4

A Syllogistic for Subsective Adjectives

4.1 Introduction

Subsective adjectives are the category of adjectives such that the extension of a
noun modified by such an adjective is a part of the extension of the noun proper.
To put it another way: the fact that small is a subsective adjective allows us to
immediately conclude that “Every small elephant is an elephant”, or indeed that
“Every small pfargtl is a pfargtl”.
The natural logic program, in its most ambitious form, pursues a full logic of
natural language. In such a ‘natural logic’, the logical form of a sentence would
either mirror its linguistic structure or simply be the same as its surface form. The
semantics accompanying this logic would either be a proof-theoretic one based on
the logic itself or simply be obsolete.
More modest contributions to this program aim to capture various interesting
parts of natural language in fragments of syllogistic logic, using conventional
model-theoretic semantics and largely sidestepping issues of logical form by con-
sidering entire sentences at once. This chapter fits into this modest approach.
(For a better look at natural logic, its main contributors and its various subdivi-
sions, the introduction of (Moss 2008) is a good start.)
In line with this approach, this chapter introduces a syllogistic fragment for deal-
ing with subsective adjectives, and proves it to be complete relative to an appro-
priate model-theoretic semantics.

In recent years similar work has been done for intersective adjectives as well
as comparatives.(Moss 2010)(Moss 2011) But while every intersective adjective
is subsective, the converse does not hold. Specifically, intersective adjectives are
adjectives which have an extension of their own (using the term loosely) such
that the extension of the modified noun is the intersection of the extension of
the adjective and that of the noun proper. For example, given that red is an
intersective adjective, we know right away that a red apple is exactly something
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52 Chapter 4. A Syllogistic for Subsective Adjectives

which is both red and an apple. This however does not work for small : a small
skyscraper is not always both small and a skyscraper.
Perhaps more interestingly, non-intersective subsective adjectives like small can
show behaviour similar to context-dependence, and therefore do not have the same
monotonicity properties as intersective ones: a red apple is a red piece of fruit, but
a small skyscraper is not always a small building. These differences should make
this endeavour a worthwhile expansion, moreso since the class of subsective adjec-
tives is rather broad, to the point that some argue it covers all natural language
adjectives that aren’t more appropriately interpreted as modalities.(Partee 2010)

4.2 The Syllogistics

Our first step in creating an appropriate syllogistics is to create an appropriate
type of models and semantics for it to work with. We will include nouns and ad-
jectives as distinct entities, and require that each model offers an interpretation
both for each noun in isolation and for each combination PA of an adjective and
a noun. In fact, we also require a second interpretation PA for each such com-
bination, which we will take to be the interpretation of the anti-extension. Later
on we will demand that these interpretations are consistent with the adjectives
being subsective, as well as with PA being such an anti-extension, but we will
first prove completeness of a simpler logic in the broader case.
Our semantics will provide interpretations not only for standard existential and
universal sentences, but also for conditional universals ; that is, sentences of the
form ”All X that are Y are Z ”. While these are generally perhaps little more
than a curiosity, in the context of suitable models (which we will define later)
they provide us with great expressive power. They will allow us not only to
express ”No X are Y ” and ”Some X are not Y ” (see Section 4.2.5), but also
to essentially handle arbitrarily large conjunctions through use of the Definition
Rule and Extended Definition Rule (Section 4.2.4).

A model consists of a domain M , a subset JAK ⊆M for each noun A and subsets
JPAK, JPAK ⊆ M for each pair of an adjective P and a noun A. The semantics
is then straightforward enough: use the following, where X and Y can be of the
form A, PA or PA:

M |= All X are Y ⇔ JXK ⊆ JY K (4.1)

M |= Some X are Y ⇔ JXK ∩ JY K 6= ∅ (4.2)

M |= All X that are Y are Z ⇔ JXK ∩ JY K ⊆ JZK (4.3)

We will generally write (X, Y, Z) to abbreviate All X that are Y are Z. It may
be worth noting that as in most modern approaches and contrary to what the
ancient syllogistics prescribed, existential import is not valid for this semantics
and will not be an acceptable step in the accompanying logic.
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All X are X
All X are Z All Z are Y

All X are Y

Some X are Y
Some Y are X

All Y are Z Some X are Y
Some X are Z

(X, Y, X) (X, Y, Y)
(X, Y, U) (X, Y, V) (U, V, Z)

(X, Y, Z)

All X are Y
(X, X, Y)

(X, X, Y)

All X are Y

Some U are V (U, V, X) (U, V, Y)

Some X are Y

Figure 4.1: The basic logic. The first four rules are kept for convenience; inter-
ested readers may prove them from the rest.

4.2.1 Logic

The logic we will start out with is based heavily on work by Moss (Moss 2008).
Specifically, we expand his logic for All and Some with his logic for (X, Y, Z) and
a couple of extra rules. We will use ` to refer to this logic, the rules of which
are shown in Figure 4.2.1. Since I am unaware of any previous effort to combine
these particular two, we will need to do some legwork to prove ` is complete.

4.2.2 An aside: Predicative use

As it is based around subsective adjectives, the above system allows adjectives
to appear only in constructions where they modify nouns. This could potentially
limit its usefulness in dealing with natural language, where they can sometimes be
used in a directly predicative way such as in the sentence “All men are mortal”.
Unfortunately, incorporating this use would be far from trivial.
As the interpretation of subsective adjectives can depend on the noun being mod-
ified, it would not be an appropriate strategy to interpret all sentences of the form
“All A are P” as one would sentences of the form “All A are PA”. To do so would
mean that “All ants are small” implies “All ants are small ants”, which is inap-
propriate. (Beyond this, there would also be a technical problem when trying to
interpret sentences of the form “All PA are Q”.)
Furthermore, it is not even a given that there is a single noun one should take
the directly predicative Q to modify. For example, consider the sentence ”All
members of our family are tall”. When “members of our family” includes both
children and adults, the appropriate reading would be that the children are tall
for children of their age and the adults are tall for adults. The creation of an
approach that allows us to acquire such interpretation in a non-arbitrary system-
atic way would be well beyond the scope of this simple piece. Thus, we shall not
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take the option of directly predicative use into consideration in the rest of this
chapter.

4.2.3 General Models

The first part of our completeness proof is to show that ` is complete relative to
models as defined above. Like the rules, the proofs in this section are based on
(Moss 2008).

4.2.1. Definition. For a set of sentences Γ, the existential part Γsome is the set
of all sentences of the form Some X are Y in Γ.

4.2.2. Definition. For a set of sentences Γ, define the model ME as follows:
Let N = |Γsome|. We think of N as the ordinal number {0, 1, . . . , N − 1}. For
i ∈ N , label the predicates used in Γsome as Vi and Wi such that

Γsome = {Some Vi are Wi|i ∈ N}

Note that for i 6= j, we might well have Vi = Vj or Wi = Wj.
Now for the domain of ME we take the set N and for the interpretations we
define

JXK = {i ∈ N |Γ ` (Vi,Wi, X)}

4.2.3. Lemma. ME |= Γ

Proof: Let S ∈ Γ. If S is existential, then S is of the form ”Some Vi are Wi” for
some i. Since Γ ` (Vi,Wi, Vi), (Vi,Wi,Wi), it follows that i ∈ JViK ∩ JWiK. Thus,
ME |= S.
If S is of the form (X, Y, Z), then suppose i ∈ JXK ∩ JY K. Then Γ ` (Vi,Wi, X),
(Vi,Wi, Y ). Since we trivially have Γ ` (X, Y, Z), we have

Γ
(Vi,Wi, X)

Γ
(Vi,Wi, Y )

Γ
(X, Y, Z)

(Vi, Wi, Z)

Since Γ ` (Vi,Wi, Z), therefore i ∈ JZK. This shows that JXK∩ JY K ⊆ JZK, which
means ME |= S.
If S is of the form ”All X are Y”, then Γ ` (X,X, Y ). This gives ME |= (X,X, Y )
as above, and thus ME |= S.

4.2.4. Lemma. For existential S, if ME |= S then Γ ` S.

Proof: Let S be ”Some X are Y”. Suppose i ∈ JXK ∩ JY K. Therefore Γ `
(Vi,Wi, X), (Vi,Wi, Y ), and so we have
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Γ
Some Vi are Wi

Γ
(Vi, Wi, X)

Γ
(Vi, Wi, Y)

Some X are Y

4.2.5. Theorem. Let Γ contain only universal sentences, and let S = (X, Y, Z).
Then if Γ |= S, Γ ` S.

Proof: Let M be the model whose universe is {∗} and whose interpretation is
such that JW K = {∗} if and only if Γ ` (X, Y,W ).
To show that M |= Γ, suppose (U, V,W ) ∈ Γ. (For sentences of the form ”All U
are W”, simply substitute (U,U,W ), which is made true iff ”All U are W”.) We
need to show that JUK ∩ JV K ⊆ JW K. This is trivial if the left side is empty, so
we may assume JUK ∩ JV K = {∗}.
This gives Γ ` (X, Y, U), (X, Y, V ). Therefore we have the following proof of
(X, Y,W ) from Γ.

Γ
(X, Y, U)

Γ
(X, Y, V )

Γ
(U, V,W )

(X, Y,W )

Thus JW K = {∗} ⊇ JUK ∩ JV K.
Now since M |= Γ, it follows that M |= S. As a matter of direct rules, Γ `
(X, Y,X), (X, Y, Y ). As such, JXK = {∗} = JY K. Therefore JZK = {∗}, and
therefore by construction Γ ` S.

4.2.6. Theorem. ` is complete. (For models that aren’t necessarily acceptable
in the sense we will define later.)

Proof: Let Γ |= S. If S is existential, then Γ ` S follows since ME |= S.

If it is of the form (X, Y, Z), let Γ′ = Γ − ΓSome. We claim that Γ′ |= S. To see
this, let M |= Γ′. We get a new model M′ = M∪{∗} by letting JXK′ = JXK∪{∗}
for all X. The model M′ so obtained satisfies Γ′ and all Some sentences whatso-
ever in the fragment. Hence M′ |= Γ.
So M′ |= S. And since S is a universal sentence M |= S as well. This proves our
claim that Γ′ |= S. By Theorem 4.2.5, it follows that Γ′ ` S.

If S is instead of the form ”All X are Y”, it can be proven by first proving
(X,X, Y ) and then using a translation rule for the final step.

4.2.4 Weakly Acceptable Models

To actually get an interpretation where adjectives function as subsective adjec-
tives, we add some more conditions to the models. A model which satisfies all the
conditions we are after is deemed acceptable. To help streamline the extensive
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All PA are A All PA are A Subsectivity 1 & 2

Some PA are PA
S

(X, Y, PA) (X, Y, PA)

(X, Y, Z)
Ex Falso 1 & 2

Figure 4.2: The rules for `W on top of the rules for `.

completeness proof we will also make use of a weaker notion: the weakly accept-
able model. Every acceptable model is also weakly acceptable, but not vice versa.

4.2.7. Definition. A model is considered acceptable if the following conditions
hold:

• JPAK ⊆ JAK, JPAK ⊆ JAK

• JPAK = JAK− JPAK

It is instead considered weakly acceptable if the last condition is replaced by:

• JPAK ∩ JPAK = ∅

4.2.8. Definition. Define the expanded logic `W by adding to ` the rules in
Figure 4.2.

4.2.9. Lemma. Let Γ contain only universal sentences. Then Γ |= (X, Y, Z) on
weakly acceptable models iff Γ `W (X, Y, Z).

Proof: For the interesting direction, suppose Γ |= (X, Y, Z). Consider the model
M with M = {∗} and for each W, JW K = {∗} iff Γ `W (X, Y,W ). As we have
previously shown, M |= Γ.
Suppose JPAK = {∗}. Then Γ `W (X, Y, PA). By adding subsectivity to the
proof, Γ `W (X, Y,A). Thus JAK = {∗} ⊇ JPAK.
There are two cases to consider. If there are P and A such that JPAK = {∗} =
JPAK then we have:

Γ
(X, Y, PA)

Γ
(X, Y, PA)

(X, Y, Z)

If there are no such P and A, then this means M is weakly acceptable. Therefore
M |= (X, Y, Z). It is straightforwardly seen that ∗ ∈ JXK ∩ JY K. Hence ∗ ∈ JZK.
Thus, by construction, Γ `W (X, Y, Z).
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4.2.10. Theorem. If Γ is consistent, then there is a weakly acceptable model M
such that:

• M |= Γ

• If M |=Some X is Y, then Γ `WSome X is Y.

Proof: Define M in the same way as ME (Definition 4.2.2, except with `W
instead of `). Thus, it suffices to show that M is weakly acceptable.
For the first property, suppose i ∈ JPAK. Then Γ `W (Vi,Wi, PA), and so we
have the following:

(Vi,Wi, PA) (Vi,Wi, PA)
All PA are A
(PA, PA, A)

(Vi,Wi, A)

Therefore Γ `W (Vi,Wi, A), and therefore i ∈ JAK.
This proves that JPAK ⊆ JAK, and JPAK ⊆ JAK can be proven in the same way.
For the last property, suppose i ∈ JPAK ∩ JPAK.
Therefore Γ `W (Vi,Wi, PA), (Vi,Wi, PA), giving the following:

Γ
Some Vi are Wi

Γ
(Vi,Wi, PA)

Γ
(Vi,Wi, PA)

Some PA are PA)

S

This contradicts the assumption that Γ is consistent.

4.2.11. Theorem. `W is complete on weakly acceptable models.

Proof: Let Γ |= S. If S is existential, then Γ `W S by the previous theorem. If
it is universal, then we claim that ΓU |= S, where ΓU contains only the universal
sentences in Γ. This claim follows from Lemma 4.2.17, which is proven in the
next section.
We can assume wlog that S is of the form (X, Y, Z). Thus by Lemma 4.2.9
ΓU `W S, and therefore Γ `W S.

The Universal Model MU

For a consistent set of sentences Γ, we define a special model with some interesting
properties.

4.2.12. Definition. Let Γ be a (`W -)consistent set of sentences. Let ΓU consist
of all universal sentences in Γ. We construct MU as follows:
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• Let I be the set of all nouns plus all PA and PA where A is a noun and P
an adjective.

• Let Γ′ be the set of all universal sentences S for which ΓU `W S. Enumerate
it such that Γ′ = {S1, S2, . . .}.

• Let M0 = {y ⊆ I|if PA ∈ y then PA 6∈ y}.

• JXKi = {y ∈Mi|X ∈ y}

• Mi+1 =

{
Mi − JXKi ∩ (Mi − JY Ki) If Si+1 = All X are Y
Mi − JXKi ∩ JY Ki ∩ (Mi − JZKi) If Si+1 = (X, Y, Z)

• Let MU = (
⋂
Mi,

⋂
J.Ki)

4.2.13. Lemma. MU |= ΓU

Proof: Suppose S ∈ ΓU . Then trivially ΓU `W S. Therefore S ∈ Γ′. Given the
enumeration of Γ′, let j be such that S = Sj+1.
By construction, Mj+1 does not contain any counterexample to S. Since the
domain of MU is contained is (

⋂
Mi) ⊆ Mj+1 and the interpretation function is

the same except restricted to its domain, this means the domain of MU does not
contain any such counterexample either. Therefore MU |= S.

4.2.14. Lemma. For universal sentences S, if MU |= S then ΓU |= S.

Proof: Suppose MU |= S and M |= ΓU . For u, v in the universe of M, let u ≡ v
iff ∀X : u ∈ JXKM ⇔ v ∈ JXKM.
Now define M′ = (M ′, J.KM′) as follows.

M ′ = {{X|∀u ∈ [u], u ∈ JXKM}|for [u] in the universe of M/ ≡}

JXKM′ = {y ∈M ′|X ∈ y}
Clearly, M′ is essentially the same model as M/ ≡. But M′ has the same valuation
function as MU and its universe is a part of the universe of MU . Therefore, if S
is a universal sentence, then MU |= S implies (M/ ≡) |= S, which in turn implies
M |= S.

4.2.15. Theorem. For existential sentences S, if Γ ∪ {S} is consistent then
MU |= S.
(As a corollary, if Γ is consistent then MU |= Γ.)

Proof: Suppose that MU 6|= S, where S is ”Some X is Y”. Thus, JXK ∩
JY K = ∅. This gives MU |= (X, Y, PA), (X, Y, PA). Therefore, by Lemma
4.2.14, ΓU |= (X, Y, PA), (X, Y, PA), and therefore (by Lemma 4.2.9) ΓU `W
(X, Y, PA), (X, Y, PA).
But this gives
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Γ
(X, Y, PA)

Γ
(X, Y, PA) Some X is Y

Some PA is PA
R

This shows that Γ ∪ {S} is inconsistent.
(For the corollary, suppose Γ is consistent and S ∈ Γ. If S is existential, then
MU |= S by the above. If it is universal, then MU |= S by Lemma 4.2.13.)

4.2.16. Lemma. MU is a weakly acceptable model.

Proof:

• Let S = “All PA are A”. Then `W S. Thus, ΓU `W S and therefore
MU |= S by construction. This gives JPAK ⊆ JAK.

• Any element of JPAK ∩ JPAK would contain both PA and PA. But all
potential elements satisfying this were removed from M0.

4.2.17. Lemma. Let Γ be consistent. Then for any universal sentence S, Γ |= S
iff ΓU |= S.
(As a corollary, Γ `W S iff ΓU `W S.)

Proof: The right-to-left direction is trivial. Now suppose Γ |= S. Then MU |= S
(since MU is a weakly acceptable model of Γ). Therefore ΓU |= S by Lemma
4.2.14.

Some interesting pseudo-rules

Weakly acceptable models make valid some inference schemes beyond the rules
we’ve used thus far. The following three in particular will be useful to us:

[∆((X1, X2), Z)]
...
S

definition
S

In the Definition rule, ∆((X1, X2), Z) is defined as follows:

∆((X1, X2), Z) := {(X1, X2, Z),All Z are X1,All Z are X2}

Furthermore, ∆((X1, X2), Z) may be withdrawn only if Z occurs neither in S nor
in any assumption that has not already been withdrawn.
Essentially, ∆ defines Z as being the conjunction of X1 and X2. The rule then
says that this definition is not productive -ie anything concluded with the help
of the definition is already true without it.
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[(X, Y, PA)] [(X, Y, PA)]
...
S

RAA minor
Some X are Y

(Here, the bracketed premises may be withdrawn if the proof works for arbitrary
S.) This partial form of Reductio Ad Absurdum further establishes that the com-
bination of (X, Y, PA) and (X, Y, PA) amounts to saying ”No X are Y”. Given
this, its validity should not come as a big surprise.

[Some X are Z]
...

Some Y are Z
All-abstraction

All X are Y

Here, ”Some X are Z” can be withdrawn if Z does not occur in any assumption
that has not already been withdrawn. Thus, the rule says that if any property
belonging to some X provably also belongs to some Y, then that must be because
all X are Y.

4.2.18. Lemma. The three rules above are sound on weakly acceptable models.

Proof: For Definition, suppose M |= Γ and S is provable from Γ using Defi-
nition (with an otherwise sound proof). Then this proof can be done with a Z
(plus extra variables) which does not occur in Γ and which does not yet have an
interpretation in M.
Then let M′ be the model which differs from M only in that JZK = JX1K∩ JX2K,
and JPZK = JZK for all P.
Since Z does not occur in Γ, it follows that M′ |= Γ. By assumption there is a
sound proof of S from the combination of Γ and ∆((X1, X2), Z). Thus, M′ |= S.
But Z doesn’t occur in S and M′ differs only in the interpretation of Z. Hence,
M |= S.
For All-abstraction, suppose M |= Γ and there is a sound proof of ”Some Y are
Z” from the combination of Γ and ”Some X are Z”, where Z does not occur in Γ.
This proof is still valid if we choose Z such that it does not have an interpretation
on M. Now for an arbitrary x ∈ JXK, let Mx be the model which differs from M
only in that JZK = {x}, and JPZK = {x} for all P.
As before, it is easily seen that Mx |= Γ, Some X are Z. Thus, by the assumed
soundness, Mx |= Some Y are Z. It follows that x ∈ JY K, and that this is also
true for M. Since we did this for arbitary x ∈ JXK, this proves that JXK ⊆ JY K,
and hence M |= All X are Y.
(It is left to the reader to complete the above into a proper induction proof. RAA
minor is also left to the reader.)

While the Definition Rule in its above form has its uses already, we will later
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need an extended version that allows for any number of Xi to be declared jointly
equivalent to Z.
Luckily this can be obtained from the simple form with minimal extra effort by
repeated application. For example, to get a suitable ∆((X1, X2, X3), Z) we in-
troduce a new Y and combine ∆((X1, X2), Y ) with ∆((Y,X3), Z). Proof is then
immediate from using the rule twice. The next lemma generalizes this strategy.

4.2.19. Lemma. (Extended Definition Rule) Recursively define

∆((X1, . . . , Xk), Z) = ∆((X1, . . . , Xk−1), Yk−2) ∪∆((Yk−2, Xk), Z)

Then, assuming Z and all Yi do not occur in any assumption that has not already
been withdrawn, the following rule is sound on weakly acceptable models.

[∆((X1, . . . , Xn), Z)]
...
S

definition
S

Proof: Proof is by induction using soundness of the simple case.

Since we already have a complete system for weakly acceptable models, the fol-
lowing follows immediately:

4.2.20. Lemma. In any correct proof, any occurrence of the above rules can be
rewritten using only rules from `W .

Sadly, to actually provide a specific rewriting method is hard enough to go beyond
the scope of this fragment. I suspect that in all these cases the key is that the
”inside” proof can only work if a `W -proof of the end conclusion already exists.
But of course this insight is not yet particularly constructive.
Regardless, these rules are useful enough to be needed in some proofs in the later
sections. We will take this lemma as legitimizing treating these pseudo-rules as
if they were actual `W -rules at those places.

4.2.5 Acceptable Models

This rounds out our completeness proof for weakly acceptable models. Relative
to weakly acceptable models, acceptable models are characterized by their forcing
every element which is A to be either PA or PA (where A is a noun and P a
predicate).
Thus, to get our logic for acceptable models `AS, we simply add the following
variation of the Disjunctive Syllogism.
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[Some X are PA]
...
S

[Some X are PA]
...
S Some X are A Disjunction Elimination

S

Note: Unless specified otherwise, the word consistent in this section refers to
consistency with regards to `AS.

4.2.21. Lemma. Disjunction Elimination is sound on acceptable models. (Hence,
`AS is sound on acceptable models.)

Proof: Left to the reader.

The following similar way of looking at things will be useful later.

4.2.22. Lemma. Let S=”Some X are A”, S1=”Some X are PA”, S2=”Some X
are PA”. Then if Γ∪{S} is consistent, so is at least one of Γ∪{S1} and Γ∪{S2}.

Proof: Suppose both of them are not. Then an arbitrary R can be proven from
Γ ∪ {S} as follows.

Γ [Some X are PA]

R

Γ [Some X are PA]

R Some X are A
R

The Restricted Universal Model M−
U

To show completeness for `AS, we begin by showing that every Γ that is consistent
on it has an acceptable model. We do this by explicitly constructing such a model,
similar to MU before.

4.2.23. Definition. Let M−
U be like MU (see Section 4.2.4), except that in the

construction we let

M0 = {X ⊆ I|if A ∈ X then PA ∈ X or PA ∈ X, but not both}

Through this definition we remove any superfluous elements from MU , guaran-
teeing its acceptability. It is easy enough to see that M−

U is an acceptable model
and makes the universal parts of Γ true. Thus, our main interest becomes the
existential claim.
Since M−

U does not allow elements to be underdetermined in the way MU does,
we will prove that each element of MU has at least one completely determined
version in MU , which is therefore also in M−

U . This will guarantee that any exis-
tential sentence that has a witness in MU (which includes any existential sentence
consistent with Γ) will also have one in M−

U .
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Disjunction Elimination is essential for this proof, which naturally requires that
Γ is consistent. It also makes heavy use of the conditional universal, both directly
and through the Extended Definition Rule. Note also that most of it necessarily
takes place in MU , not M−

U .

4.2.24. Lemma. If Γ∪{S} is consistent, then if MU |= ”Some X is A”, it follows
that either MU |= ”Some X is PA” or MU |= ”Some X is PA”.

Proof: Let z = {Z|Γ `AS (X,A,Z)}, z1 = {Z|Γ `AS (X,PA,Z)}, z2 =
{Z|Γ `AS (X,PA,Z)}. Note that none of these can have been removed as a
result of the rules. This means that any that are not in MU are not in M0.
Therefore, if z1 6∈ MU then there are Q,B such that QB,QB ∈ z1. But that
means Γ `AS (X,PA,QB), (X,PA,QB). So then Γ ∪ {”Some X is PA”} is
inconsistent. Similarly, if z2 6∈MU then Γ ∪ {”Some X is PA”} is inconsistent.
Because Γ∪{S} is consistent and because of the Disjunction Elimination rule, it
follows that z1 ∈MU or z2 ∈MU .

4.2.25. Theorem. Let Γ be consistent. Let z = {X1, . . . , Xn, A}, z1 = z∪{PA},
z2 = z ∪ {PA}. Then if z ∈MU , there is some z′ ∈MU with z1 ⊆ z′ or z2 ⊆ z′.

Proof: For a Z which doesn’t occur in Γ, let ∆ = ∆((X1, . . . , Xn), Z) (see
Lemma 4.2.19). Let Γ′ = Γ ∪ ∆. Then Γ′ is consistent (otherwise Γ would be
inconsistent by the Extended Definition Rule).
Let the model M′

U be as for the MU construction, but based on Γ′. Then
M′

U |= ”Some Z is A”. By the previous lemma, it follows that either M′
U |=

”Some Z is PA” or M′
U |= ”Some Z is PA”.

Let z′ be a witness to this. Then it follows that z1 ⊆ z′ or z2 ⊆ z′. Now let MZ
U

be MU expanded with a noun Z such that

JZK =
n⋃
i=1

JXiK

Since ∆ forces Z to have this particular interpretation, it follows that M′
U ⊆MZ

U .
Thus z′ ∈MZ

U . But then (z′ − {Z}) ∈MU .

4.2.26. Theorem. Let Γ be consistent. Then if x ∈ MU , then there is an x′ ∈
M−

U with x ⊆ x′.

Proof: By induction using the above theorem.

4.2.27. Lemma. For existential sentences S, if Γ∪{S} is consistent, then M−
U |=

S.

Proof: Suppose Γ ∪ {S} is consistent, with S=”Some X is Y”. By Theorem
4.2.15, we know MU |= S. Let x witness this. Then by the above theorem there
is an x′ ∈M−

U with x ⊆ x′. This x′ witnesses M−
U |= S.
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4.2.28. Theorem. Every consistent set has an acceptable model.

Proof: Let Γ be such a set. By construction, M−
U makes the universal part of

Γ true. By the lemma above, it also makes the existential part of Γ true.
Hence M−

U |= Γ. The proof that M−
U is an acceptable model is left to the reader.

Finishing the completeness proof

The completeness proof now is a matter of combining the model-existence result
we have just proved with the expressive power afforded to us by the conditional
universal. For the existential part, we show that if S is not provable, then its
negation (which we can express as noted earlier) is consistent, and therefore has
a model.

4.2.29. Theorem. Let Γ be a consistent set of sentences. Let Γ |= S on accept-
able models for S an existential sentence. Then Γ `AS S.

Proof: Let S=”Some X is Y”. Suppose Γ 6`AS S. Let Γ′ = Γ ∪ {(X, Y, PA),
(X, Y, PA)}. Then Γ′ is consistent, because otherwise Γ `AS S by RAA minor.
Since Γ′ is consistent, there is an acceptable model M with M |= Γ′. Clearly,
M 6|= S, yet M |= Γ. Thus, Γ 6|= S.

For the simple universal case, we again show that if S is not provable, its negation
(which involves using a newly introduced Z to stand in for the property of not
being Y) is consistent.

4.2.30. Theorem. Let Γ be a consistent set. Let S=”All X are Y”. If Γ |= S
on acceptable models, then Γ `AS S.

Proof: Suppose Γ 6`AS S. For a Z which does not occur in Γ, let

Γ′ = Γ ∪ {(Y, Z, PA), (Y, Z, PA), Some X are Z}

Then Γ′ is consistent, because if it were not we would get the following proof of
S from Γ.

Γ [(Y, Z, PA)]1[(Y, Z, PA)]1 [Some X are Z]2

...
S

-1
Some Y are Z

-2
All X are Y
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Since Γ′ is consistent, it has an acceptable model. This model has an element
x ∈ JXK ∩ JZK. It is easily seen that x 6∈ JY K. Thus this model does not make S
true. Since it does make Γ true, Γ 6|= S.

The added expressive power we have just used comes at the cost of having to
prove completeness for conditional universals themselves. The Definition Rule
has already been convenient to us several times, but this place in particular is
one where we cannot do without it.

4.2.31. Theorem. Let Γ be a consistent set. Let S = (X1, X2, Y ). If Γ |= S on
acceptable models, then Γ `AS S.

Proof: Suppose Γ |= S. For a Z which does not occur in Γ, let Γ′ = Γ ∪
∆((X1, X2), Z). Obviously, Γ′ |= ”All Z are Y”. Therefore by the previous theo-
rem Γ′ `AS ”All Z are Y”.1

This gives us the following proof of S from Γ.

[∆((X1, X2), Z)]1

(X1, X2, Z)

[∆((X1, X2), Z)]1

(X1, X2, Z)

Γ [∆((X1, X2), Z)]1

...
All Z are Y

(Z,Z, Y )

(X1, X2, Y )
-1

(X1, X2, Y )

The following now follows straightforwardly.

4.2.32. Theorem. `AS is complete on acceptable models.

4.3 Conclusion

With the proof we have completed in the previous section, we now know that
the syllogistic logic defined by the combination of Figure 4.2.1, Figure 4.2 and
the Disjunction Elimination Rule (Section 4.2.5) is sound and complete relative
to the class of acceptable models, which are just those models where adjectives
are subsective. Thus, it is an appropriate logic to use for subsective adjectives.
Since subsective adjectives are perhaps the broadest class of natural language
adjectives, this in and of itself is a result of some interest.
Beyond this, having characterized this broad class allows us to characterize more
specific classes of adjectives in terms of the same system. For a simple example,
consider intersective adjectives. Semantically we may characterize intersectives

1This does not work if Γ′ is inconsistent, but besides that not being possible, the next step
would still work even so.
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adjectives as those adjectives P for which there is a JP K such that JPAK =
JP K∩ JAK for every noun A. On the syllogistic side, this may be characterized by
the following rule:2

Intersectiveness
(PA,B, PB)

More complex cases involve syllogistic characterizations of adjectives based on
underlying relations with particular properties. We will see more of this in the
next chapter.

2To show completeness, define JP K as the union of all JPAK.


